
 Run 2166 
 Bent Banana and Flasher 

Your Run Report 

A group of 31 souls found their way to Bischof Park in Nerang for this long awaited event. 
BENT BANANA told us a lot of important information about what was to come and off we 
went, Runners to the east, Walkers to the west. How would that work?


Well, the Walkers sauntered up a hill and round a corner into Cotton St which is probably 
named in honour of Nerang’s early history as a producer of both cotton and sugar.


Then downhill onto a busy road to a set of lights where the Trail broke into two. From there 
it was a pleasant walk home through a leafy and upmarket part of town until we were led 
through a hole in the fence to traverse a gated resort community. Here we observed what 
may have been evidence of the Hit that MAD MIKE’S heavily accented cousins were 
rumoured to have done - a Fire Bombed Residence! We scurried on and out the gate to be 
back in the CBD and soon at the Park.


Here we were greeted by a slick booze team in two of our Amigos, SKYHOOK & ARSE NIC.  
They had everything prepared for the returning pack in a seamless transition from the grand 
efforts of last year’s pair SBENDS and his able assistant NOW LOVED. Both are away 
spending the money they made.
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Flasher had been working hard frying up Spam which strangely was quite tasty. This was 
followed by his Famous Corned Beef with mash and supposedly, cabbage. However, 


nobody seemed to get any cabbage. Again though, what was served was tasty and 
plentiful. But there was more, FLASHER had baked a fruit cake and presented it with warm 
custard. The Pack muttered their approval.


On then to the Circle featuring our quick learning GM ICEMAN. He asked for a Run Report 
and Skyhook told us he enjoyed it. Similarly FLASHER got praise for the Nosh. RA SPV 
related a story of an earlier rendition of the Corned Beef at Runaway Bay which was not as 
well received.


SLUG gave a short, sweet and complimentary Walk Report of 6 words and it was on to 
visitors:


FULLER’S mate Software who lives in the jungle near Cardwell in our Far North and eats 
Crayfish and Mud Crabs, another mate called Cockatoo, MAD MIKE’S cousin’s and his 
other mate Dr. Death who had recently stolen the Car Rally with our MAGICIAN. Also 
BALLPOINT making a visit


BALLBAG told a couple of stories about broken glasses and an UBER driver named 
FULLER and a jewish nun named Kevin.


BENT BANANA was called in by the RA for leaving his plate behind last week, as was 
FLASHER for being FLASHER and SWOLLEN COLON on some trumped up charge.


BALLPOINT was presented with the trophy for Run of the Year and an Award for Worst Run. 
He also read the attached Churchill quotes.


POW had a black theme and was awarded to BLACK STUMP over BOTCHO & ARSE NIC.
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SWOLLEN also had a charge for JIGSAW, TRUCKIE, SIR RABBIT and SPV who he said 
were Runners who walk.


KB’s Dinner was reported by BOTCHO. He said the all present were given a Range Rover 
but are not allowed to bring them to Hash.


BLUECARD made a shameless promo for his Birthday Event at the SWINDLER Farm. If you 
did not get an invite talk to SWOLLEN who has a Quiz Night the same weekend.


The evening wrapped up with our new song
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